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Here’s some things you should know:
1. Flyer must be printed out and surrendered at your local Anaconda Store and registration for the Kokoda Challenge to be viewed to use access this offer. 2. Valid 
from 3/3/22 until 25/3/22, from 8/4/22 until 29/4/22, from 27/5/22 until 17/6/22. 3. Your coupon cannot be exchanged for cash. 4. Minimum spend is $60 and must 
be reached in one transaction after savings and discounts. 5. It can’t be used on gift card purchases. 6. Excludes existing lay-by payments and online orders. 7. 
Coupon must be surrendered to obtain discount. 8. One coupon per transaction for the promotional period. 9. Coupon is for single use only. 10. We can only accept 
an original voucher, not reproductions. 11. Not to be used in conjunction with any other coupon or voucher.

Anaconda Team Member Processing Instructions:
1. Enter sale as normal. 2. While still on the Item Menu, scan the barcode on the coupon. 3. You will be prompted to Enter a Price. 4. Enter a Price of $0.01– the 
discount will not be applied yet. 5. Select the Cash Payment or Process Payment options. 6. The POS will then automatically apply the discount.  
7. Finalise the transaction as normal. 8. Cross redeemed voucher & spike.
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PROUD EQUIPMENT SPONSORS FOR 2022 KOKODA CHALLENGE
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING OFFERS

PLAY MORE. PAY LESS

GEAR UP FOR YOUR  
KOKODA ADVENTURE!
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